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Abstract: In this paper, we show a survey of meta-heuristics algorithms based on grouping 

of animals by social behavior for the Traveling Salesman Problem, and propose a new 

classification of meta-heuristics algorithms (not based on swarm intelligence theory) based 

on grouping of animals: swarm algorithms, schools algorithms, flocks algorithms and herds 

algorithms: a) The swarm algorithms (inspired by the insect swarms and zooplankton 

swarms): Ant Colony Optimization algorithm – ACO (inspired by the research on the 

behavior of ant colonies), Firefly Algorithm (based on fireflies), Marriage in Honey Bees 

Optimization Algorithm - MBO algorithm (inspired by the Honey Bee), Wasp Swarm 

Algorithm (inspired on the Parasitic wasps), Termite Algorithm (inspired by the termites), 

Mosquito swarms Algorithm – MSA (inspired by mosquito swarms), zooplankton swarms 

Algorithm - ZSA (inspired by the Zooplankton) and Bumblebees Swarms Algorithm – 

BSA (inspired by Bumblebees). b) The school algorithms (inspired by the fish schools): 

The Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm – PSO (inspired by social behavior and 

movement dynamics of fish or schooling). c) The flock algorithms (inspired by the bird 

flocks): the flocking algorithm, and the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (inspired on 

the dynamics of the birds), d) The herd and pack Algorithms (inspired by the mammal 

herds and packs): bat algorithm (inspired by bat), wolf pack search algorithm - WPS 

(inspired by wolfs), Rats herds algorithm - RATHA (inspired by Rats), Dolphins Herds 

Algorithm - DHA (inspired by Dolphins) and the feral-dogs herd algorithm - FDHA 

(inspired by feral-dogs herd). 

Keywords: Traveling Salesman Problem swarms Algorithms, schools algorithms, flocks 

algorithms, herds algorithms, pack algorithms, insect swarms, zooplankton swarms, fish 

school, bird flocks, mammal herds, mammal packs. 
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1. Introduction 

Grouping of animals is a natural phenomenon in which a number of animal individuals are 

involved in movement as forming a group; there are insect swarms, zooplankton swarms, 

fish schools, bird flocks, and mammal herds [1]: 

1. Swarms. The swarm is a social grouping (of the same species) of insects and marine 

zooplankton. There are several types of swarms, two of the best known are insects 

swarms and marine zooplankton swarms. Insects swarms consist of the following 

insects: honey bees, Africanized Honey Bees, ants, termites, desert locusts, gnats, 

midges, mosquito, houseflies, African Fly of the Nile river, pine beetles, ladybug, 

aphids, Monarch butterflies, Bumblebees, Fire Ants, Army Ants, Yellow Jackets, 

and others). Zooplankton swarms contains animal organism called zooplankters 

(copepods, mysids, segetids, Scyphomedusae, and others) [2]. 

2. Schools. The school is a social grouping (of the same species) of fishes and marine 

animals. Schools are groups of individuals engaging in cohesive movements with 

parallel orientation, this presence or absence of parallel orientation distinguishes 

schools from swarms [1]. The schooling fish is a synchronous swimming of fish at 

the same speed and in the same direction, usually of the same species and the same 

age/size [3]. The schools consist of the following fishes and marine animals: 

sardines, salmon, barracuda, sticklebacks, mummichog, European minnows, spottail 

shiner, krill, Basslets, Anchovy fish, jellyfish, and others. 

3. Flocks. The flock is a social grouping (of the same species) of birds. The Bird 

flocking is the coordinated behavior of large groups of birds (of the same species) 

when flying at the same speed and in the same direction [4]. There  may  be  a  

fundamental difference between  fish  schooling  and bird  flocking,  in  fish  

schools  individuals  are  reacting  more  or less  to  their  immediate neighbors  

owing to  the  limitation  in vision, while, in bird  flocks, individuals are able to 

view a wider part of flock motions [1]. Birds consist of the following animals:  

dunlin, starling, Ducks, Geese, Pelicans, Ravens, Sandpipers, shorebirds, flamingo, 

parrots, gulls, pigeons, macaws and others). 

4. Herds. The herd is a social grouping (of the same species) of mammal animals. 

Large groups of social grouping of carnivores are called packs [5]. Herds consists of 

the following animals: African wild dogs, Gray wolves, Black-backed jackals, 

ethiopian wolf, new guinea singing dog, feral dogs, bats, buffalo, zebra, bison, 

sheep, desert bighorn, Elephants, wolves, feral-dogs, pigs, wild horses, Rhinos, 

Wildebeest, llamas, Giraffes, Antelope species (steenbok, Kirk's dikdik, bushbuck, 
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Bohor reedbuck, mountain reedbuck, Thompson's gazelle,  impala, waterbuck), 

Whales, Dolphins, rats, and others. 

2. A new Classification of Meta-heuristics Algorithms based on grouping of animals 

by social behavior 

We propose a new classification of meta-heuristics algorithms based on grouping of 

animals by social behavior: swarm algorithms, schools algorithms, flocks algorithms and 

herd algorithms. The new classification of algorithms is not based on swarm intelligence 

theory. 

1. Swarm Algorithms. The term swarm algorithm refers to any algorithm that models 

the grouping of insects and zooplankton swarms by social behavior. The swarm 

algorithms are inspired by the insect swarms and zooplankton swarms. Some of the 

most popular swarms algorithms are: The Ant Colony Optimization algorithm 

(ACO) was inspired by the research on the behavior of ant colonies [6]; the Firefly 

Algorithm is based on insects called fireflies [7]; the Marriage in Honey Bees 

Optimization Algorithm (MBO algorithm) is inspired by the process of 

reproduction of Honey Bee [8], the Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC) is based 

on the recollection of the Honey Bees [9], the Wasp Swarm Algorithm was inspired 

on the Parasitic wasps [10], Bee Collecting Pollen Algorithm (BCPA) [11], Termite 

Algorithm [12], Mosquito swarms Algorithm (MSA)[23], zooplankton swarms 

Algorithm (ZSA) [50] and Bumblebees Swarms Algorithm (BSA)[69]. 

2. School Algorithms. The term school algorithm refers to any algorithm that models 

the grouping of fish schools by social behavior. The school algorithms are inspired 

by the fish schools. Some of the most popular school algorithms are: The Particle 

Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) was inspired by social behavior and 

movement dynamics of fish (schooling) [13]. 

3. Flock Algorithms. The term flock algorithm refers to any algorithm that models the 

grouping of bird flock by social behavior. The flock algorithms are inspired by the 

bird flocks. Some of the most popular flock algorithms are: the flocking algorithm 

and the three flocking rules of Reynolds (flock centering or cohesion, collision 

avoidance or separation, and velocity matching or alignment) [4], The Particle 

Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) was inspired by social behavior and 

movement dynamics of birds (flocking) [13]. 

4. Herd and Packs Algorithms. The term herd and pack algorithm refers to any 

algorithm that models the grouping of mammal herds and packs by social behavior. 

The herd and pack Algorithms are inspired by the mammal herds and packs. Some 
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of the most popular herd algorithms are: bat algorithm [14], wolf pack search 

algorithm [15], Rats herds algorithm (RATHA) [17], Dolphins Herds Algorithm 

(DHA) [31], and feral-dogs herd algorithm (FDHA) [38]. 

 

2.1. Swarm Algorithms 

The swarm algorithms were developed by analogy with aspects of the insect swarms and 

zooplankton swarms. In this section we only show the algorithms: Mosquito swarms 

Algorithm (MSA)[23], zooplankton swarms Algorithm (ZSA) [50] and Bumblebees 

Swarms Algorithm (BSA)[69]. 

 

2.1.1. Mosquito Swarms Algorithm (MSA) 

Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra (2012) [23] propose the Mosquito Swarm Algorithm (MSA). 

The MSA is considered as a meta-heuristics algorithm, a bio-inspired algorithm, parallel or 

distributed algorithm based on the research on the social behavior of mosquito swarm [23]. 

Mosquitoes (gnats) have sensors designed to track their prey: A) Chemical sensors, 

mosquitoes can sense carbon dioxide and lactic acid up to 36 meters away. Mammals and 

birds gives off these gases as part of their normal breathing. Certain chemicals in sweat also 

seem to attract mosquitoes. B) Heat sensors, Mosquitoes can detect heat, so they can find 

warm-blooded mammals and birds very easily once they get close enough. A mosquito 

swarm exists close to areas with standing water. 

Based on the above description of mosquito swarm process, Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra 

propose the Mosquito Swarm Algorithm. The structure of the MSA is as follows [23]: 

Input: number of mosquitoes (n) 
1. Initialize a Mosquito Population with Chemical Sensors (CS) and Heat Sensors (HS). 
2. Generating the initial locations (x) of the mosquitoes (n). 
3. Initialize the temperature (t) and Maximum Temperature (T). 
4. Repeat (total of mosquitoes) //by parallel  and/or distributed processing 
5. Repeat (maximum temperature) 
6. Generate new solutions by adjusting the Heats (HS) and Updating the locations (x). 
7. Verify and assign the feasibility of the solution by the Chemical Sensor (CS). 
8. Select the best solution (S). 
9. While t < T   // (Maximum Temperature) 
10. While (n total of mosquitoes) 
11. Report the best solutions. 
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2.1.2. Zooplankton Swarm Algorithm (ZSA) 

Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra (2012) [50] propose the Zooplankton Swarm Algorithm 

(ZSA). The ZSA is considered as a meta-heuristics algorithm, a bio-inspired algorithm, 

parallel or distributed algorithm based on the research on the social behavior of 

zooplankton swarm [50]. 

The term zooplankton swarm refers to densities of zooplankton of the order of 100-1000 

animals*m-3 and swarms are abundant and large about 60 m3 [73]. Swarming is just one 

example of complex behavioral adaptations evolved by resident plankton species to survive 

within the reef ecosystem [75]. The distribution of swarms implicates vision-mediated 

behavior and occurs over white sand near coral boulders [75]. In calm water each swarm 

actively maintains position, moving back toward orienting to the dark bulk of the coral 

boulder [75]. The dispersion of swarms at night further supports the role of vision in 

maintaining swarm integrity [75]. The zooplankton swarm (Acartia swarms) color the water 

grayish-blue [74], this reduce the visibility of predators. 

Based on the above description of zooplankton swarm process, Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-

Parra propose the Zooplankton Swarm Algorithm. The structure of the ZSA is as follows 

[50]: 

Input: Number of zooplankton animals (n) 
1. Initialize a zooplankton Population with uniformed distributed Position (x) and Orientation (y) of 
the zooplankton and the dark bulk of the coral boulder (CB). 
2. Repeat (total of zooplankton). //by parallel  and/or distributed processing 
3. Generate new solutions by adjusting the coral boulder location (CB) and Updating the positions 
(x) and the Orientation (y). 
4. Verify and assign the feasibility of the solution by the Color of the Water (CW). 
5. Select the best solution (S). 
6. While (n total of zooplankton) 
7. Report the best solutions. 

 

2.1.3. Bumblebees Swarms Algorithm (BSA) 

Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra (2012) [69] propose the Bumblebees Swarms Algorithm 

(BSA). The BSA is considered as a meta-heuristics algorithm, or a bio-inspired algorithm 

based on the research on the social behavior of Bumblebees Swarm [69]. 

The bumblebees use a combination of colour and spatial relationships in learning which 

flowers to forage from. Bumblebees are also capable of buzz pollination. Once a 

bumblebee has visited a flower, it leaves a scent mark on the flower (deters visitation of the 

flower by other bumblebees until the scent degrades). The scent mark is a general chemical 
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bouquet that bumblebees leave behind in different locations (e.g. nest, neutral, and food 

sites) [76] and they learn to use this bouquet to identify both rewarding and unrewarding 

flowers [77]. The mature bumblebee nests will hold fewer than 50 individuals. 

Based on the above description of Bumblebees Swarm process, Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-

Parra propose the Bumblebees Swarm Algorithm. The structure of the BSA is as follows 

[69]: 

Input: Number of Bumblebees animals (n) 
1. Initialize a bumblebees Population with xij random solutions (food source positions). 
2. Repeat (total of bumblebees). //by parallel  and/or distributed processing 
a) Apply the scent mark on the selection of xij flowers. 
b) Produce randomly new initial food source positions xij in the neighborhood of the bumblebees 
from xij. 
c) Verify and assign the feasibility of the solution by the Color of the flowers (CF). 
d) Select the best solution (S). 
e) Memorize the best food source position achieved so far. 
3. While (n total of bumblebees) 
4. Report the best solutions. 

 

2.2. School Algorithms 

The school algorithms were developed by analogy with aspects of the fish schools. In this 

section we show the algorithms: Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) [13]. 

 

2.2.1. Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) 

Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) [13] propose the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm 

(PSO). The PSO is inspired by the research on the social behavior of fish schools [13]. 

Fish adjust their physical movement to avoid predators, seek food and mates, optimize 

environmental parameters such as temperature. The schooling fish is a synchronous 

swimming of fish at the same speed and in the same direction, usually of the same species 

and the same age/size [3].  

Based on the above description of fish schools process, Kennedy and Eberhart propose the 

Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. PSO is based on five basic principles [13]: First is 

the proximity principle: the population should be able to carry out simple space and time 

computations, Second is the quality principle: the population should be able to respond to 

quality factors in the environment, Third is the principle of diverse response: the population 

should not commit its activities along excessively narrow channels, Fourth is the principle 
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of stability: the population should not change its mode of behavior every time the 

environment changes, Fifth is the principle of adaptability: the population must be able to 

change behavior mode when it’s worth the computational price. The structure of the PSO 

algorithm is as follow [13]: 

Input: Number-of-particles, number-of-generations. 
1. Initialize a particles (xid) population with random position (pbid) and speed (vid).  
2. Repeat (number-of-generations). 
3. Repeat (number-of-particles). 
a) To select the best position of the particle (pbid) until the moment.// If xi > pbi then pbid = xid. 
b) To select the index (g) of the best individual in the neighborhood. // If pbj > pbg then g = j. 
c) To calculate the velocity (vid) of the particle and the particle (xid).  

// vid = vid + c1* rand1 (pbid – xid) + c2 * rand2 * (plbd – xid); xid = xid + vid 
c1, c2: Positive constant. rand1, rand2: random numbers between [0,1]. lb: represent the 
index of the best particle of the neighborhood (lbest). 

4. While number-of-particles not met. 
5. While number-of-generations not met. 
6. Report the best solution. 

The PSO could be considered as a flock algorithm too. 

2.3. Flock Algorithms 

The flock algorithms were developed by analogy with aspects of the bird flocks. In this 

section we show the algorithm: Flock Algorithm [72]. 

 

2.3.1. Flock Algorithm 

Craig Reynolds (1987) [72] proposes the Flock Algorithm. The Flock Algorithm is inspired 

by the research on the social behavior of bird flocks. 

Birds adjust their physical movement to avoid predators, seek food and mates, and optimize 

environmental parameters such as temperature. The Bird flocking is the coordinated 

behavior of large groups of birds when flying at the same speed and in the same direction 

[72].  

Based on the above description of bird school process, Reynolds proposes the flock 

algorithm [72]. The global behaviors of a flock of birds can be achieved in a virtual 

environment by having each bird agent or boid adhere to three rules as it flies [72]: A) 

Collision Avoidance: Boids steer from any nearby boid that is within some threshold 

distance, B) Velocity Matching: Boids modify their velocities to match the average velocity 

of their k-nearest flockmate, C) Flock Centering: Boids steer toward the centroid of their k-

nearest flockmates. If repeatedly applying these flocking rules to each boid in the flock, a 
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realistic flocking behavior of the swarm can be achieved. The structure of the generalized 

flocking algorithm is as follows [72]: 

Create N boid agents and initialize with random position and velocity 
For each boid: 
       vAvoid = collision avoidance force 
       vMatching = velocity matching force 
       vCentering = flock centering force 
       boid.velocity += (c1 * vAvoid) + (c2 * vMatching) + (c3 * vCentering) 
       boid.position += boid.velocity 
done                  //c1,c2,c3 are constants  with relative influence of the velocity (to some maximum) 

 

2.4. Herd and Pack Algorithms 

The herd and pack Algorithms were developed by analogy with aspects of the mammal 

herds and packs. In this section we show the algorithms: bat algorithm [14], wolf pack 

search algorithm [15], Rats herds algorithm (RATHA) [17], Dolphins Herds Algorithm 

(DHA) [31], and feral-dogs herd algorithm (FDHA) [38]. 

 

2.4.1. Bat algorithm  

Xin-She Yang (2010) [14] propose the Bat Algorithm (BA), BA is inspired by the research 

on the social behavior of bats. The BA is based on the echolocation behaviour of bats. 

Microbats use a type of sonar (echolocation) to detect prey, avoid obstacles, and locate their 

roosting crevices in the dark. These bats emit a very loud sound pulse and listen for the 

echo that bounces back from the surrounding objects. Their pulses vary in properties and 

can be correlated with their hunting strategies, depending on the species [14]. Based on the 

above description of bat process, Xin-She Yang proposes the Bat algorithm. The structure 

of the pseudo code of the Bat Algorithm is as follows [14]: 

Objective function f(x), x = (x1, …, xd)
T 

Initialize the bat population xi (i = 1, 2, …, n) and vi 
Define pulse frequency fi at xi 
Initialize pulse rates ri and the loudness Ai 
While (t < Max Number of iterations) 
Generate new solutions by adjusting frequency 
And updating velocities and locations/solutions: 

( )min max min ,fi f f f β= + −  

( )1
* ,t t t

i i i iv v x x f−= + −  

1t t t
i i ix x v−= +  
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 If (rand >ri) 
 Select a solution among the best solutions 
 Generate a local solution around the selected best solution 
 End if 
 Generate a new solution by flying randomly 

If (rand < Ai and f(xi) < f(x*)) 
 Accept the new solutions 

Increase ri and reduce Ai 
End if 

Rank the bats and find the current best x* 
End while 
Postprocess results and visualization 

 

Bats fly randomly with velocity vi at position xi with a fixed frequency fmin, varying 

wavelengthλ and loudness A0 to search the prey, they can automatically adjust the 

wavelength (or frequency) of their emitted pulses and adjust the rate of pulse 

emission [ ]0,1r ∈ , depending on the proximity of their target. Although the loudness can 

vary from a large positive A0 to a minimum constant value Amin. For simplicity, 

[ ]0, maxf f∈ , the new solutions t
ix and velocities t

iv at time step t; and [ ]0,1β ∈ is a random 

vector drawn from a uniform distribution, x* is the current global best location (solution) 

among all the n bats [14]. 

 

2.4.2. Wolf Pack Search algorithm (WPS)  

Chenguang Yang et al. (2007) [15] propose the Wolf Pack Search Algorithm (WPS). The 

WPS Algorithm is inspired by the research on the social behavior of wolf pack. Wolf Pack 

Search algorithm simulates the hunting process of a pack of wolves. The arrest activity of a 

wolf pack can be described as the following process [15]: First, the wolves walk around. 

When the odor is left by the quarry, the wolves begin searching the smell in the direction of 

the thickest odor. Also the coat and egesta the quarry left along the road also help the 

wolves to track the quarry. The thicker the odor is becoming, the nearer the wolves from 

the quarry. The wolves will separate into several sub-groups. Each sub-group will approach 

the quarry in different routes, and towards the directions of the thickest smell. If there is an 

emergency, wolves will call together the other wolf group, and they will attack the quarry. 

Finally, one wolf will bite into the throat of the quarry till it falls down. And then the 

wolves will share in the food. 

Based on the above description of wolf pack process, Chenguang Yang et al. propose the 

Wolf Pack Search algorithm. The structure of the WPS Algorithm is as follows [15]: 
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1)  Initialize Step;  
2)  Initialize randomly a pack of wolves;  
3)  Compare and decide the best wolf GBest and its fitness GBFit;  
4)  Circulate and update the formula below, until the states of all the wolves are the same or the 
iteration time reaches the limit;  

( )* /newwolf wolf step GBest wolf Gbest wolf= + − −   

5)  If the fitness of wolfnew is optimizer than GBFit, replace GBest and GBFit with wolfnew and its 
fitness respectively. 
 

2.4.3. Rats herds Algorithm (RATHA)  

Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra (2012) [17] propose the Rats Herd Algorithm (RATHA). The 

RATHA is considered as a meta-heuristics algorithm, or a bio-inspired algorithm based on 

the research on the social behavior of Rats Herds [17]. 

Rats have the ability to learn and may exhibit general intelligence by simple avoidance 

conditioning. Avoidance conditioning is the behavioral pattern of a subject, when it 

becomes aware of an impending aversive situation that is to take place. The subject reacts 

by adopting an avoidance technique, using which it totally avoids the said aversive situation 

and prevents it from affecting its own functioning. In simple words, when someone 

becomes aware of a possible unfavorable event that will take place in the near or not so 

near future, that person takes steps which facilitate the overall avoidance of that particular 

unfavorable event. By doing this, the person also ensures that he or she does not have to put 

up with the situation, and neither will the occurrence of the event affect his or her activities 

in any way [78]. 

Based on the above description of rats herd process, Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra propose 

the Rats Herd Algorithm. The structure of the RATHA is as follows [17]: 

Input: Number of Rats (n) 
1. Initialize a Rats Population with xij random solutions (food source positions). 
2. Repeat (total of rats). //by parallel  and/or distributed processing 
3. Generating the initial locations (x) of the rats (n). 
4. Generate new solutions by using the avoidance conditioning (as tabu search) and Updating the 
locations (x). 
5. Rank the rats and find the current best Solution. 
6. Select the best solution (S). 
7. Memorize the best food source position achieved so far. 
8. While (n total of rats) 
9. Report the best solutions. 
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2.4.4. Dolphins Herds Algorithm (DHA)  

Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra (2012) [31] propose the Dolphins Herds Algorithm (DHA). 

The DHA is considered as a meta-heuristics algorithm, or a bio-inspired algorithm based on 

the research on the social behavior of Dolphins herds [31]. 

Dolphins live in pods of a dozen to more than 1000 dolphins in places with a high 

abundance of food. Dolphins communicate using a variety of clicks, whistles-like sounds 

and other vocalizations and the interchange between pods is common [79]. Dolphin hunt 

for food by use of echolocation (they direct clicks into the water and listen to the strength 

of the rebounded echo from which they know the distance from the feed). Echolocation is a 

process where a dolphin emits a steady series of split-second clicks (pulses repeated 800 

times/second of ultrasonic sound. The dolphins are able to determine the distance of a 

target on a continuing basis by measuring the time between emitting the clicks and their 

return. The dolphins can create an acoustic picture of its surroundings and can determine 

the size, shape, direction of movement and distance of objects in the water. This permits 

dolphins to hunt prey over a greater range than the limits of visibility allow. 

Based on the above description of dolphins herd process, Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra 

propose the Dolphins Herds Algorithm. The structure of the DHA is as follows [31]: 

Input: number of dolphins (n) 
1. Initialize a dolphins pods Population with direction of movement (dm) and Echolocation (E). 
2. Repeat (n) //by parallel  and/or distributed processing 
3. Generating the initial locations (x) of the dolphins (n). 
4. Generate new solutions by adjusting the direction of movement (dm), Echolocation (E) and 
Updating the locations (x). 
5. Rank the dolphins and find the current best Solution. 
6. While (n total of dolphins) 
7. Report the best solutions. 

 

2.4.5. Feral-Dogs Herd Algorithm (FDHA). 

Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra (2012) [38] propose the Feral-Dogs Herd Algorithm (FDHA). 

The FDHA is considered as a meta-heuristics algorithm, or a bio-inspired algorithm based 

on the research on the social behavior of Feral-Dogs herds [38]. 

Feral-dogs are wild-living domestic dogs. The feral-dogs have two kinds of movement: a 

searching movement (apparently associated with hunting), and an exploratory movement 

(probably for contact and communication with other dogs). Feral-Dogs packs have 

hierarchies for males and females, and the ranking order is mostly established through 
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ritualized aggression, especially among males. Dogs of higher rank show this behavior 

from time to time, to confirm their status, while those of lower rank are more prone to show 

conflict-preventive behavior. Bigger packs (feral-dogs herds) are often splintered into sub-

groups of flexible size. Territory size and individual areas change over time depending on 

the availability of prey, but are not connected to pack size. Feral-dogs only rarely move 

outside of their territories. The areas of individuals can overlap. When territories of 

neighboring packs overlap, the packs tend to avoid contact. How big the territory and home 

range of dogs are depends for the most part on the availability of prey. Home ranges are 

generally stable, but can change over time due to outside circumstances or changes in social 

organization. Individuals who start to detach themselves from the pack have bigger home 

ranges at first before they finally disperse. The feral-dogs do not travel more than 20 km 

per day (young males), but they can travel to 300 km2 (range increases with the age) [5]. 

Based on the above description of Feral-Dogs herds process, Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-Parra 

propose the Feral-Dogs Herds Algorithm. The structure of the FDHA is as follows [38]: 

Input: number of dogs (n) 
1. Initialize a feral dogs Population with Searching Movement (SM) and Exploratory Movement 
(EM). 
2. Repeat (n) //by parallel  and/or distributed processing 
3. Generating the initial locations (x) of the dogs (n). 
4. Generate new solutions by adjusting the Searching Movement (SM), Exploratory Movement 
(EM) and Updating the locations (x). 
5. Rank the feral dogs and find the current best Solution. 
6. While (n total of dogs) 
7. Report the best solutions. 

 

3 Algorithms based on grouping of animals by social behavior for the Traveling 

Salesman Problem 

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a problem in discrete or combinatorial 

optimization and it is a prominent exemplification of a class of problems in computational 

complexity theory which are classified as NP-complete [16]. In the computer science, there 

are various algorithms to solve the Traveling Salesman Problem (Table 1), we mention only 

some of the most popular algorithms to solve the TSP.  

Table 1. Related Works 

Research Algorithm New Methods used to solve TSP 
Dorigo [6] ACO The first ACO algorithm. 
Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-
Parra[17] RATHA 

Rats Herds Algorithm (RATHA) is inspired on the social 
grouping of Rats Herd to solution the Traveling Salesman 
Problem. 
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Guntsch [18] 

ANT 

Strategies for pheromone modification of ant algorithms in 
reaction to the insertion/deletion. One strategy acts globally 
without consideration of the position of the inserted/deleted 
city. The other strategies perform pheromone modification only 
in the neighborhood of the inserted/deleted city, where 
neighborhood is defined differently for the two strategies. 

Pilat [19] 
ACS-TSP 

The addition of Genetic Algorithms to Ant Colony System 
(ACS-TSP) to improve the performance. 

Yong [20] 
DACO 

Simulate real ants with more aspects: Updating of pheromones 
is more likely to be the real situation in the natural world. The 
Dynamic Ant Colony Optimization (DACO) Algorithm. 

Kang [21] 
PSO 

An application of particle swarm optimization with the concept 
of swap operator and swap sequence, and redefined some 
operators on the basis of them. 

White [22] 
ACO 

Ant Colony Optimization and local best tour with pheromone 
during an iteration to mimic the search focusing of the elitist 
ants. 

Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-
Parra [23] MSA 

Mosquito Swarms Algorithm (MSA) is inspired on the social 
grouping of Mosquito swarms to solution the Traveling 
Salesman Problem. 

Panta [24] BS The Bee system (BS) is an artificial bee swarm. 
Zhi [25] 

PSO 
A novel discrete particle swarm optimization (PSO) method 
with an uncertain searching strategy and local searching 
techniques to accelerate the convergent speed. 

Wei [26] 

PSO 

A modified Particle Swarm Optimization to search in the 
Cartesian continuous space, and constructed a mapping from 
continuous space to discrete permutation space. Local search 
technique was introduced to enhance the ability to search, and 
chaotic operations were employed to prevent the particles from 
falling into local optima prematurely. 

Zne-Jung [27] 
ACO 

Combines ant colony optimization (ACO) with genetic 
algorithm (GA). 

Lope [28] 
PSO 

A hybrid model based on Particle Swarm Optimization and Fast 
Local Search, with concepts of Genetic Algorithms. 

Wanhui [29] 
SDTS 

A Swarm Double-Tabu Search (SDTS) algorithm adopted the 
particle swarm and the double-tabu strategies. 

Gao [30] 

GPSO 

General particle swarm optimization (GPSO) model is based on 
PSO mechanism, but the updating operator could integrate with 
other solutions such as GA, simulated annealing and taboo 
search easily. 

Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-
Parra [31] DHA 

Dolphins Herds Algorithm (DHA) is inspired on the social 
grouping of Dolphings to solution the Traveling Salesman 
Problem. 

Gouvêa [32] 
PSO 

A competitive Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm with the 
velocity operator is based upon local search and path-relinking 
procedures. 

Xiaoxian [33] 

REA 

The Route-Exchange Algorithm (REA) is inspired by the 
information interaction of individuals in swarm intelligence in 
which the individuals of the swarm search the state space 
independently and simultaneously. When one encounters 
another in the process, they would interact with each other, 
exchange the information of routes toured, and utilize the more 
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valuable experiences to improve their own search efficiency. An 
elite strategy is designed to avoid vibrations. 

Bo [34] 

PSOMA 

An effective Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based 
Memetic Algorithm (MA) called PSO-based MA (PSOMA), a 
novel encoding scheme is developed and a local search based 
on Simulated Annealing (SA) with adaptive meta-Lamarckian 
learning strategy is proposed and incorporated into PSO. 

Bin [35] 
IFD-PSO 

An improved fuzzy discrete Particle Swarm Optimization 
method (IFD-PSO). 

Hara [36] 
AS 

A new method using multiple colonies search for the solution 
while doing colony fission and extinction, and the improved 
ASelite (one of the extensions of the original ant system AS). 

Shigeyoshi [37] 
cAS 

A variant of an ACO algorithm called the cunning Ant System 
(cAS). 

Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-
Parra [38] FDHA 

The feral-dogs algorithm (FDHA) is inspired by the hunting 
activity of feral-dogs herds to solution the Traveling Salesman 
Problem. 

Mohammadi [39] 
ACS 

A simple and efficient approach based on distribution of ant 
parameters for optimizing ACS algorithm 

Xiaojun [40] 
ACO 

An improved ant colony optimization algorithm based on the 
inver-over operator.  

Wen-liang [41] 
C3DPSO 

A novel discrete PSO (C3DPSO) with modified update 
formulas and a new parameter c3 (called mutation factor, to 
help to keep the balance between exploitation and exploration). 

Yang [15] 

WPS-MBO 

A new algorithm named Wolf Pack Search (WPS), which is 
abstracted from the behavior feature of the wolf pack. Utilize 
the WPS algorithm into the Marriage in Honey Bees 
Optimization algorithm, with this gives a new algorithm called 
Wolf Pack Search-Marriage in Honey Bees Optimization 
(WPS-MBO). 

Rais [42] 
IDACS 

An improve dynamic to the fundamental of ant colony system 
(ACS) algorithm by pheromone updates which manipulating 
and empowering the searching experiences of individual ants. 

Changsheng [43] 

IDPSO 

An Improved discrete particle swarm optimization (DPSO)-
based algorithm with a novel depressor is proposed and a 
diversity measure to control the swarm is also introduced which 
can be used to switch between the attractor and depressor. 

Yong-Qin [44] 
GRPSAC 

The use of particle swarm optimization and ant colony 
optimization (GRPSAC) 

Gomez-Cabrero [45] 
ACPS2 

A combination of particle swarm optimization (PSO) and ant 
colony system (ACS) called ACPS2. 

Yan [46] 

QSE 

A novel quantum swarm evolutionary algorithm (QSE) based 
on the quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QEA), and an 
improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) is employed to 
update the quantum angles automatically. 

Zhenglei [47] 
CPSO 

An algorithm based on particle optimization algorithm (PSO) 
and chaos optimization algorithm (COA). 

Issmail [48] 
ACS 

An improvement by combining the Multiple Ant Colony 
System with a local search procedure. 

Yiheng [49] 
CPSO 

A new approach based on the cooperative particle swarm 
optimization (CPSO) with introducing dynamic splitting 
schemes. 
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Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-
Parra [50] ZSA 

Zooplankton swarms Algorithm (ZSA) is inspired on the social 
grouping of zooplankton to solution the Traveling Salesman 
Problem. 

Zhaoquan [51] 

MSACO 

An improved ant colony optimization (MSACO), the 
improvement is mainly on a new transition rule which can lead 
artificial ants search in local, global and comprehensive 
directions. 

Xueyan [52] 
BCPA 

Bee Collecting Pollen Algorithm (BCPA) is inspired by the 
behaviour of the honeybees’ collecting pollen. 

Vivek [53] 
MAF-ACO 

The MAF-ACO algorithm emulates the foraging behavior of 
ants and introduce an incremental learning component. 

Liaoliao [54] 
RSEDPSO 

A reinforced self-escape discrete particle swarm optimization 
algorithm (RSEDPSO) with 5-relative nearest neighbor method. 

Aybars [55] 
ACO 

A web-based simulation and analysis software (TSPAntSim) 
using ACO algorithms with local search heuristics. 

Li [56] 
BCO 

A Bee Colony Optimization (BCO) algorithm with 2-opt local 
search. 

Weitang [57] 

APSO 

A new variation on the traditional PSO algorithm called 
adaptive particle swarm optimization (APSO), APSO 
employing adaptive behavior to significantly improve the 
performance of the PSO: Every particle chooses its inertial 
factor according to the fitness of itself and the optimal particle 
in the presented algorithm. 

Jiang [58] 

IPSO 

The improved particle swarm optimization (IPSO) algorithm 
with the tentative behavior of individuals and the mutation of 
velocity have been introduced according to the law of 
evolutionary process. 

Zhilu [59] 

PDACO 

Population declining ant colony optimization (PDACO) 
algorithm can enlarge searching range through increasing the 
initial population of the ant colony, and the population declines 
in successive iterations. 

Yuhong [60] 

PSO-AS 

A hybrid discrete PSO algorithm with ant search. Particle 
swarm search firstly, and worse chromosomes of the particle 
swarm is replaced by solutions obtained from ant colony search. 
By setting the initial pheromone trail based on the best 
chromosome of all particles, the accumulation process of 
pheromone trail is greatly shortened, and the searching speed of 
ants is quickened. 

Bing [61] 

PS-ACO 

A hybrid PS-ACO algorithm: ACO algorithm modified by 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. The pheromone 
updating rules of ACO are combined with the local and global 
search mechanisms of PSO. 

Ai [62] 
PSO-ACO 

An improved particle swarm optimization-ant colony algorithm 
(PSO-ACO) with delete-crossover strategy. 

Zhen [63] 
CAS-TSP 

The Chaotic Ant Swarm for TSP (CAS-TSP) introducing a 
mapping from continuous space to discrete space, reverse 
operator and crossover operator into the CAS. 

Banharnsakun [64] 

ABC-GSX 

They extend the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (ABC) with 
the hibridation with the Greedy Subtour Crossover to improve 
the precision, the new method is called Artificial Bee Colony 
algorithm with Greedy Subtour Crossover (ABC-GSX). 

Zhong [65] MDPSO A special mixed discrete particle swarm optimization (MDPSO) 
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with a new formula of the velocity, via presenting the crossover 
and mutation of the genetic algorithm (GA). 

Serban [66] 

CGS-TSP 

Consultant-Guided Search (CGS) based on the direct exchange 
of information between individuals in a population. CGS is a 
swarm intelligence technique inspired by the way real people 
make decisions based on advice received from consultants. 

I-Hong [67] 

HRKPG 

A hybrid model named HRKPG that combines the random-key 
search method and an individual enhancement scheme to 
thoroughly exploit the global search ability of particle swarm 
optimization. With a genetic algorithm expand the area of 
exploration of individuals in the solution space.  

Hendtlass [68] PSO Adding a memory capacity to each particle in a PSO algorithm. 
Ruiz-Vanoye and Díaz-
Parra [69] BSA 

Bumblebees Swarms Algorithm (BSA) is inspired on the social 
grouping of Bumblebees to solution the Traveling Salesman 
Problem. 

Mehmet [70] 
DPSO 

A discrete particle swarm optimization hybridized with a local 
search, variable neighbourhood descend algorithm, to further 
improve the solution quality. 

Tan [71] 

AC-PSO 

The AC-PSO algorithm combines the traditional ant colony 
system (ACS) with particle swarm optimization (PSO) and uses 
one by one tour building strategy like ACS to determine that the 
target point can be chosen like PSO. 

 

4 Conclusions  

We show a survey of meta-heuristics algorithms based on grouping of animals by social 

behavior for the Traveling Salesman Problem, and propose a new classification of meta-

heuristics algorithms (not based on swarm intelligence theory) based on grouping of 

animals: swarm algorithms, schools algorithms, flocks algorithms and herds algorithms. 

For future works we propose to development the algorithms based on social grouping of 

mammal animals as: African wild dogs, Gray wolves, Black-backed jackals, ethiopian 

wolf, new guinea singing dog, buffalo, zebra, bison, sheep, desert bighorn, Elephants, pigs, 

wild horses, Rhinos, Wildebeest, llamas, Giraffes, Antelope species, Whales and others. 
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